Since the phenomena of neutrino oscillations was first discussed' there have been several experimental suggestions in support of that possibility. " The recent round of discussions on this subject was intensified by the experimental findings of Reines, Sobel, and Pasierb (RSP) , who measured the rates for neutral current deuteron (ncd) and charge current deuteron (ccd) reactions initiated by reactor v, . ' Over the years, the endR =0.203&& (9.24&&10 ' cm') ' dE, ergy spectrum of reactor v, has been experimentally measured by the inverse beta (II3) reaction v, +p -n + e' at 6.5, ' 8.7, ' and 11. 2 m (Ref. 6) from reactor sources. We shall study the e' energy spectra measured in those three experiments in conjunction with the deuteron experiment of RSP to examine the hypothesis of oscillations.
In the IB reaction the differential rate for e' with observed kinetic energy E, at a distance L from a reactor source is given by 2 x -"-g, O, R, E"E, ' gE, 'n "LdE"MeVd where n~i s the number of protons in the target, P is the reactor power, E, '=E"-1.8 MeV, o(E") =9.24&&10 (E"-1.29) [(E"-1.29)s -0. 26]'t2 cma, B,(E"E, ') is the experimental energy resolution function, q(E, ) is the energy-dependent detection efficiency, tl, is the energy-independent systematic efficiency, and n(E",L) is the spectrum (number of v, s per fission per megaelectronvolt) of v, with »&,(E,) = QA;[E"/(1 MeV)]'. J =0 (2) y' minimization is then used to extract A~a nd N from the data sets.
First, however, we solve for the v, spectrum n(E, , L) "seen" at the distance of each IB experiment using a parametrized form as in (2). The energy E, at distance I.. If neutrinos do not oscillate therm(E"L) should be independent of L, i.e. , n(E",L) = n(E "0) = n, (E") We find that the ratio R,(expt) of those iwo numbers (see Fig. 2 A. detailed account of this work will be published elsewhere.
